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To all whom it may concern: . . .
together.
Beit known that I, THOMAS F. WILSON, a The
top-iron.T. is usually constructed in the
citizen of the United States, residing at
of a round rod bent at its lower end to
Cranston, in the county of Providence, State form
5 of Rhode Island, have invented certain new provide a right-angled elbow-portion it on
which is supported the bow-rest R. This
and useful Improvements in Vehicle-Top latter
consists essentially of a trough-like
Bow Clamps, of which the following is a
on: its under side
Specification. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . flange or shelf r formed
My invention relates to clamping-devices with a lug r having a hole - radapted to
10 for the top-bows of automobiles and other receive the elbow-portion it of the iron T.
vehicles and consists of improvements in the A set-screw is in the side of the lug r' binds

.

againstposition
the ironthereon
T to secure
the rest Rin
construction and method of operation of the fixed
to adapt its shelf r
Same. . . .

The object of my improvement is to pro to receive the lower top-bow a when the top. 70
is closed back on the rear of the car. Re
vide
a bow-clamp of simplified construction ferring
15 comprising
particularly to Figs and 3, the
a minimum number of parts and
adapted to be manufactured at a relatively bow-rest R is usually provided with strap
- holes h, hon the sides of its shelf. r. which 75
slight cost. . . . . .
receive the leather straps employed
urther object of my. improvement
is normally
. . . A further
to provide a device which is universally at for securing the top-bows a, a, etc., in closed
relation. As here illustrated the sides of the . . . .
tachable to the standard equipment supplied : rest
R are formed with upstanding ears ,
on practically all types of automobiles and rapierced
with the longitudinal slots, or 80. . . .
- which may be easily applied thereto with holes: h, h, but
my improved clamp is also
out alteration or adjustment of the parts

adapted to be attached to practically any
s efficient
other style of bow-rest in which strap-holes
In addition, my invention provides a most are
provided on its sides. It will be under
means for clamping the top-bowsto
5 thereof.
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gether in closed relation to prevent vibra stood that the above described elements are
proved clamp is also adapted to be secured mobiles and my invention is applied. to use
firmly to the side of the car when not in in My
connection
as follows:comprises
. . .
improvedtherewith
clamping-device
use, while the top is raised, in such manner

tion or chattering thereof;... and my lim common to substantially all types of auto 85

o

: . . . ..

but three essential parts consisting of the 9c.
or bar C, the clamp-arm.D. and
The invention is fully described in the foll clamp-rod
lowing specification, illustrated by the ac the adjusting-nut E. The main clamp-mem.

as to avoid all unnecessary rattle or noise.

companying drawings, in which like refer- - ber C is preferably constructed in the form
ence characters designate like parts. . . . of a rod, flatted along its opposite sides c, a
as shown in Fig. 3, and threaded at 6', d' on 95.
In theofdrawings:-Figure
1 is an end
ele its
rounded sides: throughout a portion of vation
my improved clamping
device
40 showing it applied to the usual top-iron and its length. At its lower end the rod C is

spread out or... widened in cross-section and
bent around in a hook or loop 6 which is
adapted to be hooked into the slot h of the
rest Rafter the straps have been removed
therefrom, and in this manner a hinged joint
3, a side view of the clamp showing the mans. is effected between the clamp and the rest.
loop 6% is left slightly open to
ner of attaching it to the bow-rest; Fig. 4, Usually theconnecting
the clamp C with the
a detail view of the adjustable clamp-arm; facilitate
and Fig. 5, a view illustrating a modified rest R and after it has been hooked into
50 form of my improved clamp.
place it can be easily bent
around and closed
- - -as shown in iFigs.
F 2 and 3 through
Referring first to Figs and 2. B desig together
use of a pair of pliers. . . . . . . . . .
nates the usual arm or bracket, which pro theAdapted
on the clamp-rod C is the
jects from the side of the automobile body : clamp-arm toE)slide
which is referably formei
to
provide
means
for
Securing
the
top-iron
55 T thereto. The bracket B is generally pro-3: : with a hib or bearing d from which pro
bow-rest of the automobile-and- illustrating
it in position to clamp the top-bows in closed
relation; Fig. 2, a similar view showing the
clamp secured against the top-iron in inop
5 erative position when the top is raised; Fig.

vided with a threaded bore b through which jects the hooked extension d'.
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- Referring to Fig. 4, the hub d is provided a most efficient device for the purpose in
with the flat-sided hole d’ adapted to receive tended embodied in a clamp which is uni
the correspondingly-formed rod C and to versally applicable to practically all types
slide freely over its threaded portion c'. of vehicles. In construction it is extremely
5 without turning thereon. Screwed onto the
simple and inexpensive to manufacture, with
end of the rod C is the thumb-nut E, pref a minimum number of parts of relatively
erably of the winged or “butterfly' type to light weight, arranged for most convenient
adapt it to be easily adjusted by hand.
operation. It may be attached to the car in
My
improved
clamp
is
sold
to
the
user
combination
with the usual equipment Sup 70
0 with the clamp-arm D and adjusting-nut El
plied thereon and can be readily adjusted
assembled on the rod C and all that is neces in position by any novice. At the same time
sary to attach it to the vehicle is to remove the parts are staunch and strong enough
the leather straps from the rest R and to to be proof against damage or getting out
then hook the end of the rod through the of order, and the whole arrangement pre- 7
15 side-slot h. The loop c” is easily pinched sents
an extremely neat and sightly appear
together to secure the clamp permanently in
its hinged relation to the rest R and the Various modifications other than those
complete arrangement operates as follows: - herein described might be made in the form
When the top is folded down onto the body and construction of the parts of my im 80
of the vehicle, the bows a are lowered into proved device without departing from the
the position illustrated in Fig. 1 with the spirit or scope of the invention; therefore,
lowermost one supported on the rest R and without limiting myself to the exact embodi
the others in spaced relation above it. The ment shown and described,
.
clamp
C is now Swling into position to bring What I claim is:85
25 its arm D across the upper bow a and the
1. In a bow-clamp for vehicle-tops, the
nuit E is then screwed down against its hub combination of a rod formed with a hook
d to clamp the bows together against the at its lower end adapted to hook into the
rest R. Through this means, the top-bows strap-hole
of the usual top-rest of an auto
can be firmly held in place on the rest R to mobile, an arm mounted to slide on the rod 90
prevent them from vibrating or chattering to adapt it to hook over a fixed support on
and a particularly Secure fastening is pro the
body of the automobile when the top is
vided.
. . ..
raised,
or to embrace the upper bow of the
When the top is raised and the clamp is top when
the latter is in lowered position,
not
in
use.
it
is
held
in
position
by
hooking
and
a
thumb-nut
on the rod to 95
35 the arm D over the top of the nut N and clamp the arm inadjustable
either
position
in the
clamping it thereagainst by means of the manner and for the purpose substantially
--thumb-nut E. In this manner the clamp as described.
can be held securely against rattling while 2. In a bow-clamp. for vehicle-tops, the
inoperative, and at the same time is acces combination with the usual automobile top 100
40 sible for use when the top is lowered.
iron secured in place with a nut on its upper'
In Fig. 5 I have illustrated the parts of end and a bow-rest on the iron having
my improved device of slightly altered form, strap-holes in its side, of a clamp-member
arranged in a somewhat different manner. provided with a connecting-hinge at its
In this embodiment of the invention the lower end adapted to hook through one of 105
45 position of the rod C is reversed and its the strap-holes in the rest, an arm project
curved, upper end C forms the clamp-arm ing from the clamp-member to adapt it to
for the upper top-bow a. Fitted to its lower, hook over the nut on the top-iron when the
threaded end is a hinge-member F which is top is raised and to embrace the upper bow
formed with a loop f adapted to hook into
0
50 the side opening or sloth in the rest R, and when the top is lowered into closed position
on
the
bow-rest,
and
manually-operable
the usual thumb-nut E is adapted to be means for drawing said arm downwardly
screwed onto the rod C thereagainst. In this toward the bow-rest to secure the clamp in
arrangement the parts operate in substan inoperative position against the top-iron or
tially the same manner as before explained, to clamp the top-bows in closed relation on 5
55 the nut E serving to draw the arm C° of the the rest.
.
clamp-rod C: down against the bows a to In testimony whereof I affix my signature
bind them against the rest R. Likewise, the in presence of two witnesses.
arm C is adapted to be hooked over the top
THOMAS F. WILSON.
of
the
nut
N
on
the
top-iron
T
to
secure.
Witnesses:
60 the clamp in place when not in use.
LILLIAN CORBETH,
aCe.

It will be seen that my invention provides
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HERBERT K. ALLARD.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents.
Washington, D.C.'

